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Personal Opinion from Justin
Albuquerque, NM
When I was at the Yasodhra Ashram on Kootenay Bay in Canada, everywhere I
turned lhere were signs saying "Above All Try to Find God." When it was my tum to head
the nightly Satsang, I said: "You're wasting your time; God is not an object." Similarly,
when I have seen signs--and heard a teacher--exhorting students to "try harder! woi'k
harder!" it has seemed like a contradiction to me. "I must try harder,I must work harder"
is an egotistical statement, rooted in the "I", the 'small self'. To try to be humble is
egotistical and reeks of 'self-clinging.'
Then, how to act? To live in a straight-forward manner, to speak in a truthful
manner (not as easy as it sounds), is enough. The Prajna, the inherent wisdom that is in all
of us, will take care of the rest. To be 'straight-fonvard' does not mean to be shrewd, to
look for advantages. And it certainly doesn't mean to say "I want to share" when what is
meant is "I want to profit." There is nothing wrong with wanting to make money, but face
the truth that that is the motive. Hui Neng said: "The straight-forward mind is an
enlightened mind."

Spiritual Nourishment for our growth can come in many

different forms. It is important to adjust and adapt so it can be
received in whatever ways it makes itself available.

To expect this nourishment to come to us in the way we find most
convenient ol that matches some preconception we maintain,
guamntees nothing.
- Steve Ridley
Justin Stone is the Originator of Tai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movement.
Steve Ridley is the Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih.
This joumal is dedicated !o Tai chi chih teachers and practitioners worldwide.
May il serve you in "Knowing the Real."

A

fullness of form and being
growing stronger

no longer awaiting
what's next to arrive
expectancy dimi nishing
as sure as it is
again to arise.

as a ripened moon

momentarily reflecting

a

stillness in time...

Ilonorable Benefactors
Honoring with consideration allVilal Force Journal benefacors has been a growing point of focus
in the passing year's progression. Interpreting the choice representation of quality in content continues to
be a distinguishing component within the tasks of this publishing involvement. While doing the work,
many decisions hold this intent foremost so the journal's merit may extend more comprehensively in it's
range and rcach overtime.

Thank you for the diversity of contributions (articles, letters, poetry, photographs, etc.) which
continue to influence an expansive scope in expression of creative force! And also the good faith (or nonattachmen| to discemment in how the services related to our Tai Chi Chih publication are carried out.

TCC Community Growing Strong!

The news of groups of teachers and students gathering for TCC grows, clearly illustrating the
strength in serving our greater community. And as predicted, the Albuquerque produced PBS program has
begun to reach many viewers in a televised introduction to "Joy Thru Movement !" (Please drop VFJ a
note indicating your area s program details and any resulting response. Sending your news of local events
and classes is a reflection of the breadth of interest TCC is evoking.)

Inner Workings

-----------A reminder: February 1 is the March VFJ deadline. Plan ahead!----------Please note we prefer you send vour written submittals and subscription renewals to the

following address-

The Vital Force Journal of Tai Chi Chih
1477-l55th Ave., San lcandro, CA 94578
To confirm or seek infomration by phone. call Lois Mahaney directly: 510/276-5718.
Other "TCC Contacts" and "VFJ Operations" (e.g. FAX infonnation) are located on pp. 38, 39.

which remains the most direct:

New Content Sections Highlight Important Information

As a teacher resource, VFJ attempts to provide you with important TCC information to keep you
up-to-date. Please see new section in the Table of Contents under "Teachers: Notes to Notice!" and
"Iraming & hspirational Materials" to assist your review and reference of such items.

Give Thanks to the Circle

Thank you All for a generous and joyous year of fellowship, continual inspiration and assistance
in support of your TCC journal.
To tbe furthering of PEACE - deeply within...pervasively around...
As our grateful hearts open...To the Circle with Love,
Elizabeth Salada for The Vital Force
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READERS COMMENTARY
Just a note of appreciation for all the
thoughtful effort you put into The Vital Force

all these years and the 20th anniversary issue is
the best yet--nice job of chronicling.

I really appreciate staying in touch through
The Vital Force. I was unable to attend the
annual Conference this year, and I enjoyed

so

reading about the experiences of others who were
able to be there. Keep up the good work!

Corinn Codye, LaHabra, CA
Thanks to everyone for doing such an
outstanding job with The Vital Force. llook

forward to each issue and relish the contact
gives me with the TCC Community.
Nan Moss, New Faffield, CT

Thank you for all your work on The Vital Force.
There are no other teachers in my immediate area

it

Just got the September'94 Vital Force
and feel it's the best issue yet! So much feedback
from teachers! It makes me feel proud to be part

of rhe family.

Justin Stone, Albuquerque, NM
The August issue was most interesting.
I enjoyed every bit of this anniversary issue.
God's blessing be yours in the wonderful work
you are doing for all of us and our planet.

Sr. Phyllis Ann Ries, Little Falls, MN

If someone who was unable to attend
the Conference read the comments by teachefs,
they would certainly get a tangible sense of what
it was like to be there. Great job!
Steve Ridley, Denver, CO
For the past three years, I have enjoyed
reading The Vital Force JownaT. I was especially
delighted with the anniversary issue. To hear
again about the beginnings and growth of Tai
Chi Chih gave me a wondeiful, warm feeling.

And to be reminded of the vital part T'ai Chi
Chih teachers have played and continue to play in

the unfolding of T'ai Chi Chih/Joy thru
Movement, gave me a renewed purpose in my
TCC teaching and practice. Thank you Justin,
Steve and all the family of T'ai Chi Chih
teachers. Lovingly,
Phyllis Hatch, Victoria BC, Canada

The teachers'directory has been very
useful to me for referrals. I meet a lot of nurses
from other areas and I am glad when I can find a
teacher in their home town.

Sandy Lutz, Pekin, IL

Am grateful to have received

the

Teachers Directory prior to my Autumn trip. I'll
be headed for Winona Minnesota where T'ai Clti
Chih will be used as body-prayer during an "Icon
Retreat" three times a day, 10-15 minutes each

time. The Directory will

come

in handy for

anyone who may want to continue TCC practice
or classes. At present I am in Pittsburgh on
vacation with family, looking forward to

celebrating my 25th Anniversary of Religious
Profession of vows. So many wonderful things
and people are happening in my life, including
TCC.

Sr. Antonia Cooper No. Plainfield, NJ

I

Right after I became accredited in Fargo,

moved from Portland, OR to take a
teaching position in Philadelphia- The transition
is still ongoing. Hopefully we will find a house
soon so I can really settle dowrl. Thank you for
all you do for T'ai Chi Chih.
Sr. Mary Griffin, Aston, PA

ND,

MORE TEACHERS' NEWS
Sr. Claire Whalen, Oldenburg, IN writes:
Thanks for your kind words of encouragement
following my certification as a TCC instructor.
I am teaching my first class this fall at our
Motherbouse conference center--20 persons from
9g area pulling from several small towns up to
30 miles away and from the city of Cincinnati
which is an hour's drive from Oldenburg. They
are so enthusiastic and learning fast.

Joan Torrence,

Beaverton, OR

writes: I

taugbt a small class down in Salem last summer
and now we meet monthly as an intennediate

group to play, connect and refine. We share
readings from The Vital Force journal, before
and after class and we love it. I've given them
information to order their own issues as well. I
have a new series starting in January in a quick
fomnt --five sessions from 6:30-8:45 pm. Since
I have to drive an hour each way, I'm not
interested in one hour sessions. This new

Joy Barbour, Payson, AZ writes: I recently
started TCC classes at the Eastern Arizona
College (branch) in Payson. 30 students
registered and I was amazd with only 5 days to
get the word out. You are all doing a great job
with VFJ--a wonderfirl way to keep in touch.

Ralph Garn, Syracuse, NY writes: Through
the efforts and coordination of Sr. Antonia
Cooper, OSF, October.S and 9 were shared in
LaVallette, NJ by a nurnber of TCC terchers and
individuals considering teacher training. (See
picture below.) Sarurday the 8th was a day well

spent including introductions, questions and
answers, TCC novements and refinement in a
beautiful pavilion ovedooking the bay.
Sunday was a 'teachers only' day spent

exchanging stories of TCC involvement,
planning and organizing future get-togetlers,
ending with full practice in the pavilion. Noted
the intent of teachers to come together twice a
year and

April7,8

and 9, 1995 has been reserved

approach fits my style and students also like it.
I've found I also bake/bring reaB to class so we
always celebrate and pamper ourselves.

by Sr. Antonia at the St. Francis Retreat Center
in Rensselaer, NIY to accommodate 30 persons.

Bryan James, Lakewood, CO writes:

April dates and the TCC Teacher Training with
Steve Ridley, May 8-13 in Mahwah, NJ to work

The
Denver area teachers are beginning a city-wide
practice that will meet once a month. It is our
hope to draw together rrulny teachers and students
from all over the city for large practices that
eventually could include more than two hundred
people. We will meet the third Sunday of every
.starting

month,

November 20

at 2 pm

in
Washington Park (SE corner). We betieve this is
an important piece of support we can offer
students as well as a good mechanism to draw
some attention to T'ai Chi Chih in Denver. We

will let you know how it goes.

Interested TCC teachers and teacher aspirants note

the dates! Enough time is allowed between the

on moves and be well prepared for accreditation.
Rensselaer, NY was chosen as a central location

for those traveling by car in Oe northeast€rtr

states.

Sr. Antonia's hosting and structure of
the two days spent was quite commendable!

Teachers atiending wers Jean Rosaire Bedotto,
OP, Edie Budney, Sr. Antonio, Patricia Gitnan,

Ralph Garn, Mary Rupracht, Geraldine

McGuire.....and a good time was had by all!!!

TCC Teachers
and Tnafuees

practice in

LaValleue, NJ

KEY POINTS TO TCC MOVEMENTS

--

ili*fil"l,i,;,. ,* *",,n 0"", -,r.
";';
Accuracy: Most important in teaching is to see that students move correctly. Show the
;,;';"; *."* o" rr,"n,

optimum way to do it (allowing for individual ability level). To become an accredited
teacher, attitude AND physical capabilities are necessary.
How to Move: Flowing effortlessly (with the effort of no effort) as though swimming
through heavy air. Flowing from tan t'ien...without muscular effort...elbows close to
sides...more with wrists. TCC is not a series of arm and leg movements. Be sure the
concept of "How to Move" is clear.
Leg Action: After awhile, a lower TCC is preferred. Emphasize (in the side step) that
the heel (touches) first and feet remain on the ground, (legs) almost spreading apart. Also
emphasize the importance of bending the knees particularly at the end of movement (in
resting pose).

Yinning and Yanging: The most common fault is coming to stiff forward or backward
knee - the resuh bouncing up and down occurs.
Emphasis: Remember all movements where

the 6A-4AVo (mental) emphasis/force of no
force is applied (e.g. Carry the Ball, Push-Pull, Pulling in the Energy, Taffies).

-

by Steve Ridley

-

-

Stance: Sink down an inch or three and extend your foot - that's your length of stride.
The legs are the leaders. In general,let everything build from the ground up.

Range

of Motion: Avoid

overcontracting

-

allow breathing room, and avoid

overextending - be mindful of the roundness as yin and yang support each other.

be to rely on such support as if
in posture there is continuity in chi flow and

Alignment: Feel suspended from above, how would it
seated upright and

gliding. Without

a break

circulation.

Present and Counting: Reside here and now in the movements vs. spacing out in
repetition. Maintain a fresh minded-conscious approach.
Demonstrate the Way: Show the fullest form possible; students will modify as needed.
Advancing is simply a matter of opening more properly. Getting past where we ate
(security oriented) to find a new depth--whatever that takes.
Graceful Conclusion: Don't rush the closure, assimilate to build your reserves,
resting one-pointed. There is only so much we can do to direct the chi--then it refines us-accelerating self-evolution.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT MAKING
T'AI CHI CHIT{ vmnoTAPEs
Jean Katus and Justin Stone

Good Karma Publishing and Justin Stone have decided on a new policy regarding
teachers making their own videos, in violation of copyright law. We have decided,
somewhat apprehensively, to grant pemission where requested, on a royalty basis. Those
who do not ask to receive such permission, are breaking-the law, and, since the very basis
of TCC is "Teh", Inner Sincerity, we do not expect that io happen.

As most of you know, fustin Stone does not teach beginners classes in TCC

because he does not want to compete with teachers and take potential students from them.

Moreover, the funds that are coming to him from his lecture on "Enlightenment"o the
November Meditation Retreat, and tlhe Seijaku review, all go the Albu[uerque Center.
Thus he is left almost without income from TCC, though he originated il anil holds the
copyrighls gn TCC, TCC Videos, and books and pamph-lets teach-ing TCC. It has been a
_s_o.qrce of dismay that teachers wanted to supplant his authoritative version of TCC on
Videotape_with_work of their own, without asking or receiving permissibn, in violation of
copyrightlaw. Some who were nice enough to ask first have h-eld off when they reahznd tt
was illegal. It is out of consideration for these teachers that we have changed th-e policy.
Although we have doubts that every teacher wanting to make a video will make an
outstanding one, permission will be granted by writing Justin Stone. The royalty basis will
be l2Vo of sales rice (retail price), tohade ouito Goo:d Karma and mailed io Gbod Karma
quarterly; it will be split between Good Karma and Justin Stone.
. We hope for two things: first, that the Videos will be thorough, not leaving out
essentials, such as instruction in and explanation of such things as tlie emphasis on the
sybg.lantia]. (Yang) hand as opposed to the substantial leg, the necessity of coricentrating on
the.:bubbling-spqn-gr' (sgles of the feet), bringing the opposing hand 6y the opposite elSow
in "Passing Clou{s.", and a host of other subtled6s that sbme ieachers ieave oul in teaching
classes. It is for this reason that Justin Stone has a long session at each Conference, callin!
attention to these important points.

Secondly, we hope that teachers will not stop using Justin's Video, an hour-and-ahalf of- instruction by the founder, with full practicd session at the end. We would like to
see teachers use these more with their students, even where they have their own practice
sessions on Video.

SEASONAL LIGHTS

Chi Thanksgiving
When gratitude is, there is no rhyme or reason behind it, simply a sense that all is
right, that only that which belongs in the universe is there.
We can try to be grateful, or look for reasons to be grateful, and we will find many.
And very likely we may feel good about what happened or what we see, but this is not the
same.

As we approach the holidays, we can add to their meaning by allowing our hearts to
hear and experience life from a new perspective, so that we can say with Paul Reps and
Justin, "How grateful I am, with no thing to be grateful for."
May your holidays be filled with true gratinrde.
Share the Chi,

Carmen Brocklehurst
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Gift: The Song of the Trees
Virginia Shilson, Albuquerque, NM
I love looking at winter's leafless trees. They
shamelessly stand before us in their natural beauty,
unburdened by the finery they displayed in seasons
just past. Proudly, they reveal their true shape and
color. Yes, color in winter's trees. Look at them. I
mean REALLY look. See the beauty.
There are trees still clinging to attire they wore
all summer. Seed pods adorn some trees and the sun
glistening on the pods gives them the glory and
sparkle of Christmas Tree ornaments. Have you
noticed the dried leaves on some trees? In the sun's
light they reflect golden, or silver, or bronze. The
leaves reflect dancing light an artist cannot duplicate,
no matter how extensive his paint box. Such natural.
delicate hues causes me to stop and starc and want to
kneel down before them.
The branches are the trees' loving arms. I
long to be gathered in by them, right into the essence
of the tree. There I will be rocked and cradled as I
listen to the song of the trees, hearing the song with
my heart, with my whole being. I will li.sten to their
story, and tell them mine, and we will know we are
Winter's

One.

Chi energg rising

tree root to croun
flrching serenelg
entering mg croun
Sp ine-tin gling d ou n flo u
earth roots adjoin
Life-force dgnamic
oneness utith all!
Energg rising

from uell grounded roots
Permeates auras
utith peace-loaing moods !

Botating circles
spheres intersect
Uibrant Life energg
generates strength!
Autreach so gentle
open to gift
Life-force for sharing
each monient enriched!
Bdria Neuman
Dubuque, lfl

MONKEY MIND MELT DOWN AND
THE TRIUMPII OF THE EAGLE EYE
Patrick Lenard Eagle
Are you a rnan, or are you a mouse?
Buy a car! Sellthat housel
Social pressures all around me.
Cultural imperatives, LET ME BE!

So dont hurry,
don't worry,

don't fret.

The earth will allways be your mother,
The sky still holds your secret lover.

Clarity in a dream.
Shone forth thru brilliant light.
Lady Wisdom's voice saying,
"Everything's all right.

ZEN BY DEFAULT,AT BREAKFAST
Patrick Lenard Eagle

It was in San Francisco, the ides of March, Summer Solstice, this my second
encounter with Master Stone. The first had been almost three years earlier at a workshop
given in Santa Barbara. At that time I wbs just an enthusiastic student, having completed
my first series of classes in basic T'ai Chi Chih.

I wanted more! So when my USCB instructor, Jane, told the class that the
originator of the form would be doing a workshop in our town, I made it a point to attend.
Justin told the assembled audience "...you will all make good teachers...". Of course he
was talking to ME, and so I pressed onward with my practice, became a teacher and went
on to the SEIJAKU training in San Francisco.
Master Stone was in rare form, and dispensed his own unique brand of JOY. One
of the things I noticed about him was his childlike enthusiasm about mealtimes. Indeed,
he even mentioned he had picked this spot for the training because of the ...whole slew of
fine restaurants in the area.
Deep thoughts crossed my mind as I ate. The WAY, TAO, ZEN, that is, there is
a way to do everything in life, the correct way, as the Zen masters have shown by
perfei;ting the many crafts and even aspects of tea ind food serving.....Many of my fellow
teachers and masters sat in large groups and had some wonderful home style cooking.
One morning I noticed a customer sitting near me had ordered the same huge breakfast.
As I slowly and deliberately finished all the Yang food before moving on to my Yin
pancakes, I noticed his manner as he quickly consumed his meal. He had poured syrup
over his cakes but it ran all ovef his other food. My careful approach eliminated this sort
of culinary "faux pas".
This man was not as meticulous as I was, but did that somehow make him less of
a person than me? It is a blessing that I have had the training and exposure to remarkable
teachers like Towne, Ridley, and Stone. How clumsy my T'ai Chi must look compared to
theirs. I was humbled by this realization. Reminded of my human frailty I have a moment
of clarity and bliss as I see, all are equal. It is then I recall in scriptures Christ said,
"....come and eat

breakfast-"

_>.
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STUDENT EXPERIENCES:
Senior Students Enjoying TCC
Lois Mahaney, San Lorenzo,

CA

,

Several times each school year, I go to Bishop O'Dowd High School in Oakland to
present T'ai Chi Chih to the students in a Seniors Concerns Class. Basically, the class
was intended to show that older people don't need to be relegated to rocking ihairs when
they retire--that there are many activities that they can becomelnvolved in. I was one of the
'seniors' who rnade yatigd presentations to the ilass. The young people seemed to enjoy
my being there, p_articularly when they had a chance to glg sometliing besides listening tb
someone talk, so I've been invited each semester for the past five yeais. The students w-rite
Paqgrs about each presentation--I've received many positive comments relative to the
feelings--generated by the T'ai Chi Chih movemehti. This poem, believe, says it
beautifully.

I

tt

I feel the movement

opens up the deepest
part of my soul.
Re pet it ive, e ircular mot ions
remind me of swaying
trees in the breeze.
Rending the knees
brings you eloser
And you feel oneness
w ith the earlh.
Forget about your fears
Catm you anxiousness and

tlsfen.

Listen to the sound of
your body talking to you
Feel what it says.
It is there, give it a ehance.
AlinyaChanon

{/

{/

zs

tu

{/

\,

zr

{/

zi

Transitional Note: Patrick Lenard, Martial Arts Teacher and T'ai Chi Chih instructor is
fon-nafly changing his name to Patrick Lenard Eagle. The suffix is an affirmation of

evolution toward the visionary and spiritual true self. The eagle is the symbol of prayer and
soul travel in Paqy cultures. T'ai Chi has been a powerful agent of accbleration in both my
esobric and physical endeavors he says.
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ART OF TEACHING
SITTING WITH T'AI CHI CHIH
Rosalind Braga, San l,eandro, CA

As the 9th Annual T'ai Chi Chih Conference drew nearer this summer, my
anticipation of being with my T'ai Chi family grew. One of the reasons I love to attend the
conference is the group practice with Steve and Justin. The chi is potent and palpable!

And of course it brings healing and joy.
This year my participation in the movements was limited by recent foot surgery,
compelling me to perfqrm a "seated T'ai Chi Chih" the whole weekend. You might think
to yourself, "Gee, too bad," but not so.
This year I began a class for seniors (average age 83) and many were unable to
stand, due to physical limits or poor balance, Parkinson's, MS.., and arthritis. So they did
a seated version of T'ai Chi Chih. And it worked!
In ttre seated version, the mental focus is placed at the tan t'ien with slight back and
forth movement in the pelvis. (Sitting near the edge of the chair helps.) The movement
generates itself from this center and the arms respond in subtle circles.
Some of the movements are really potenu Push/Pull, Wot'king the Pulley and
Daughter in the Valley, to name a few. The Taffies are somewhat more difficult to feel but
can be done. Lights and Joyous Breath are wonderful. The easiest rest position for seniors
is hands floating down to rcst on the legs, so that arms and shoulders really relax.
Performing the seated T'ai Chi Chih this summer was enlightening to me. It gave
me the oppoftunity to practice for an extended. period and to explore it with feeling
awareness. It gave me the same benefits that I experience in the standing form. In some
way, it was easier because I'could feel my center rooted (on the chair) and moving
(yinning and yanging).
This modified version can offer many benefits to seniors with physical limits and to
anyone who is ill or in rccovery. I encourage all of you as teachers to mentioll to your
students the seated version and also to demonstrate it in class. Practicing even one
movement together in class is enough motivation to enable those students who face surgery
or illness to maintain their daily practice. Standing or seated, T'ai Chi Chih provides The
Wav.

FtOIU

Euergone is capoble
of dancing uell
uhen connecting
uith music that moues them
Steve
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Teaching a Seated TCC Class
Patricia Bough, Alameda, CA
One of the things I want to share is the outcome of my experience teaching with so litUe foot
bearing/shifting ability of my own due to tendinitis. My first class session with "advanced beginners" at
the senior center was done mostly sitting down (nrst 45 minutes were warm ups plus 8 to 10 TCC moves
done seated and ttren 30 or so minutes of the same TCC moves done standing). These students, when asked
aftenrard, preferred doing their TCC standing: movement was more joyful and interesting when it was full
body. They did, however, appreciate the emphasis on the hand patterns that sitting practice gives and it was
a good way to review at the first class session. (It so happened that one of the ladies had injured bo& knees
and so sitting TCC was perfect forher.)
The second class session I did everything standing-wann ups included and had a volunteer stand in

front with her back !o the group and acted as model to Jet the rhyihm during various movements while I
went around to give suggestions and corrections. I could model the move for a minute or two with an
individual studenL This was easier for my foot but I found that most students were intimidated still to act as
model for a particular move due to unce(ainty of all or part of a movemenl

By the third class I had just previewed Justin's new video. I scheduled the complete class session
for watching the video tape and made arangements with the class the week before to start a half hour early.
I told them of the format and passed out paper and pencils for note taking if want€d and how the whole cliass
would join in on the practice session during the last half hour. To make a long story short, we all agreed to
use the practice session of the video as part of every class during the rest of the session. They really liked it
What this means is I have found a way for the students to feel very comfortable and aftentive while
reviewing all 20 moves and I can go around and make corrections, and rest my foot as needed. This was
somewhat of a prOblem for me even before my foot gave out--how to model, keep ttre class going, and get
around to certain individuals. I had tried paring off students but found t]le group felt more confused and
intimidated in pairs. Most importantly, my students really want individual corrections and now I think we
are all geuing what we need in this class, thanks to the well-paced practice session on the video.
As far as TCC movements done seated, my personal experience and evaluation is this: (take into
consideration I do not have a significantly long period of sitting TCC practice as compared to standing) I
found that my greatest satisfaction came as my feet, though resting in place, felt the shifting, the
altemations as my hands made their pattems. Whether visible or not, my whole body felt involved. The
point is, I had had the few years of standing practice, the whole body feeling, which made sitting practice
satisfying. Without it, at my level of experience, I feel less movement" less."chi," perhaps more boredom,
doing TCC movements sitting. I personally find the mind more active and intrusive in seated forrrat. I
think the meditative aspects are not as easily realized by doing TCC seated, but by moving in the regular
standing/shifting form followed by complete restor stillness. Of course we all know that any fonnatwhether a moving one, or partial moving or non-moving-is the right format to practice meditation in that
moment. I would guess that after years of sitting practice, the chi would accumulate and balance and the
movement of chi could be felt very powerfully, while done completely seated. And last, but not least"
whether I feel satisfaction or dissatisfaction during or after a practice is never the point; the point is so keep
on attending with the mind and body.
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THE ART OF TEACIIING
Memory Keys to TCC
Della Alberson. Bullhead CiIy, AZ

I make it an assignment for students fti create a poem, story, or rvhatever. using the basic 20
movements. The purpose of this is to create a 'memory key 'so if a student loses track of rvhiclt movernent
is next. he/shejust remembers their story or poem to continue. I have had a lot ofpositive feedback and
several use it often. I have been pleasantly surprised rvith the success and rvould like to share some ofthe
rvritings with other practitioners of TCC.
TH€ TR€€S RBOV€ RR€ ROCHING SOffLV.
R BIRD fTRPS IT5IIJINGS CIRCIING SLOII'TY.
TRRCINC R PTRTT€R FOR RTL TO S€€
THRT IS - IF YOUfl DOING TRI CHI.

R BRTL, I.IH€ €RRTH, CIRCI€S TH€ PLRTT€R SLOTIJTY FIRST t€FT TH€N RIGHT - P€RF€cr HRRMONV
H€RRTS QUICH€N RS R DRUM IU€ TRRC€MOVING IUITH SOffN€sS RND GRRC€.

SOM€ DRUGHT€RS ON TH€ MOUNTRIN TOP OTH€RS IN TH€ VRLL€V D€€P.

SOM€ STRIV€ TO

CI1BRV

TH€ BRLT -

OTH€RS GUGHT IN R DRITY'PUSH/PULT" IU€€P.
R€RCH OUT FOR €N€RGV.
F€€L TH€ POT€NCV.
STR€NGTH TO PULL TRFFV -

RNCHOR, CIRCL€S. CONTINUOUS IN P€RF€CT SV'vlfvI€TRV.

IUORH TH€ PULL€Y BUT DO IT GRRC€FULIY.

TI{€N €NJOV TH€ TIGHT RTOP TH€ H€RD .
TOTLOIU IUITH TH€ T€MPT€S -

GO

RH€RD !

R€RCH IIJITHIN, TRK€ R JOVOUS BR€RTH NOIU DRRIU IT IN .I€SS IT OUT. F€€D TH€ 'TRO".
T€€L TH€ CRI,M OF PRSSING CTOUDS TH€N TH€ PI.€RSUR€ OF TH€ H€RL]NG SOUNDS.
PRUS€ IN TH€ COSMIC CONSCIOUSN€SS POS€ TH€N R F€RV€NT'NRMRST€" - THRTS HOI.IJ IT GO€S I

Fronk Vonco
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T'oi Chi Chih
Nikki Price
The Too is like o child
Grorling ond odopting os it erperiences lite.
H boby is born uith o Breoth
!t is soothed by its mothers gentle Rockinq Motlon
llt the some moment
R fledgling Bird Flops its lUings for the first time
The child grours

soon she

i

sut?iiil,:1ffilliff

,iin'x"" "0

*'*

Her first indrpendenf stops
Tlme movas on effortlessly
The child ond bird grour together os lf morching to o silent Boss Drum
Blrd becomes The DoughLer on the Mountolntop
Sooring through the skies
Unourore of The Doughter in the Vollev pouslng in her plog
to observe its fllght ulth uroqder
The child tlres of her plog ond Corrias the Boll Inslde
She erchonges the toys of chlldhood for the Push/Pull of more complicoted gornes
The young lody goos to school, Pulllng in the €nergv, p"rceptions of her so<lety
She notices the chorms of o goung mon, ond he notlces her
fl reloblonship forms

tUhlle theg ore Pulling the Toffv of their personoliHes
Into the su,eet <ondy lt uill one dog become
Commitment is Rnchored uith on engogement ring
The Clrculor Motion of courtship ls olmost over
Yet thelr love is Continuous
Bg the end of the geor
The neulyrueds ore tlJorking the Pullev of monioge
Boloncing <aree1 fomllg, ond the need for privocy
She is ullth chlld

Serenltyshour.

oso-@

Hnourledge grou,s, os o tiqht ot tha Templas
Their chlld tokes its first Jovgus Breoth
The chlld grours ond is soon off to trovel hls ourn poth
The uomon ond her lover retire ond ulotch tha Possing Clouds
Rs the Veors poss bg, evon the Six Heoling Sounds hove lost their potency
The cycla hos <ompletad its turn
She is

Rt one
Cosmlc Consclousness
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GETTING STARTED:

Giving Freely
Virginia Shilson, Albuquerque, NM
Some teachers of T'ai Chi Chih, pafticularly those who have recently received their
accreditation, hesitate to enter the teaching field through lack of confidence, probably due to
little previous teaching experience. It is to these teachers particularly that I submit this
article, with the hope it will offer encouragement.
After receiving my accreditation to teach T'ai Chi Chih I offered my services, free
of charge to Senior Citizen Centers. That decision turned out to be a wise one. I
experienced no stress as to whether I was capable of doing a good job, I felt in command
of the teaching situation because I was simply offering a gift which the students agreed to
accept. Commitment after commitment, my self-confidence developed and found
exprcssion. That confidence was reflected back to me as it was embraced and expressed by
the students themselves.
Depending upon the facility available, I had as few as eight students per class and
as many as thirty. With a large class, I learned to project my voice, by experimentation I
discovered how I could make each member of that class feel himself/herself to be a vital
ingredient to the success of the group. With the smaller class, I felt the warmth of
closeness in the teacherAtudent relationship. I learned I could give individual attention to
each student as required. I enjoyed the eye-to-eye and smile-to-smile contact in a small
gathering.
My volunteer teaching taught me that I benefited from teaching both large and small
groups. In giving my services I developed to the point where I knew I had every right to
advertise and charge for my services. I was indeed capable to teaching an excellent product
in an excellent manner. I was well paid for the teaching I gave freely because I received so
very much in rctum.

NEW MEANING IN MOVEMENT
Hope Ridley, San Mateo, CA

Recently I made a discovery for myself regarding the 20 moves of T'ai Chi Chih.
It was as though a light went on and it helps me explain the moves better when teaching.
What I'm talking about is the fact that each move contains both tension and release
to relaxation. I have heard "softness and continuity" so long I didn't realize the tension
part. For example--in Bird Flaps Its Wings, we tense wrists as we flip out and then release
to softness when coming back to face hands in front of the body. Even in moves like the
platters there is a little less relaxed part as we circle close to the chest before releasing to
softness as we circle away from the body.
Check for yourselves. Every move has that formula. So interesting to me and it
helps me get more out of each move by being conscious of the release.
If everyone else has discovered this already, please forgive my mentioning it.
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The Aftermath of Accreditation
by Steve Tang
As q newly accredited instructor from the June 1993 training in Alamed4 I said to
mysg$, 1W!gl am- I going to do .now?". When do I start teachiig? Where do I start
teaching? _Who do I gtaqt teaching? Why should I start teaching? Fortunately, my
instructor, Elizabeth Salada" gave me the oppornrnity to assist in herilasses being lield iir
Fre-mont,_ CA. Not known for my prolirdty, my primary function was to serve as an
additional role model for the T'ai Chi'Cnm m6venierits.
After a few months had gone by, I thought to myself "Say, why don't I start leading
pryctices
park?l' Tlis woril-d grve ire an o-pportunity to 6one my verbal skilli
Se9
-in the
actually
start
teaching classes. With the help bf my frirind and teacher candidate,
leforg{
Lana Blake-Seaman, we-began leading monthly practices inihe park. Wow, I was actrally
talking and moving at the same time! Well, i ivas at least announcing the name of each
movement. Forh:nately_, I think everyone had completed a beginning class.
Almost.a year after accreditation, I said to myself "Jusi do it!" So, I made up some
flyers, gSFd them out, and waited. And waited. And waited. I think two peopl6 might
have called up to_inquire about my class. Hmq I guess I had better not quit riry riay jobl
Meanwhile, I had started taking kung-fu
lessons a few months earlier and my sifu made
the comment that he had felt my chi flowing.
4h hub so_ it wasn't my imagination! Shortly
thereafter, he asked if iwouli be interested iir
teaching in his studio. Of course I said yes!
Around the same time, my former v6ice
teacher, who knew was looking to start
classes, mentioned that perhaps her church
might be interested in hosting-T'ai Chi Chih
classes. Who said when it rains it pours?
W.ll, to make a long story short, in July
of 1994, just over a year after my accreditation,
I started teaching not one, buf two classes on
!un{ays. The words aren't quite flowing yet,
but I ain at least speaking abit more Aeed btr,
!y thr wqy, it helps if you have a security
blanket. Mine happens to be Lana, who coteaches with me in both of the classes. With
almost two years experiencg she helps me to
provide a more complete picture of TCC for
our students, while hopefully giving her
valuable experience in prbparirig Fer f6r the
June 1995 accreditation course in the San
Francisco area. So at least for now, another
happy ending for T'ai Chi Chih!

I
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CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR NURSES IN CALIFORNIA
Timothy Stuetz, Anaheim, CA

Through Transformations, a nonprofit corporation, T'ai Chi Chih is now an approved continuing
education program for nurses in California.
For an 8 weck class (1 1/2 hours each week) nurses will receive 32 CEUs (12 hours class time and
20 hours home study).
Being a CEU provider for nurses is a golden opportunity to share T'ai Chi Chih with a very large
target population who will receive great benefits and pass these benefits along to doctors, patients, and
others. This program also provides California nurses a way to fulfill a majority of their mandatory CEU
requirements for a very nominal cost.
In order to meet Board of Registered Nursing teaching requirements, only T'ai Chi Chih teachers
who have been actively teaching for I year within the past two years will be considered for approval. The
Board also requkes 1) that all publicity advertising these classes contain specific information, 2) a standard
refund policy be stated, 3) adherence to the approved course content (the classes, howevef, do not have to be
comprised solely of nurses), 4) evaluations to be performed, and 5) records be maintained for 14 years.
Participating teachers should also have taken a Principles in Adult Education Class or have experience to

offset this.

This is a great opportunity to expand your T'ai Chi Chih practice.

If

you would like to be

considered as an approved teacher by ttre Board of Registered Nursing and Transformations, please send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Timothy Stuetz, 116 Evelyn Drive, Anaheim, CA 92805. You will

receive an application form along with all information relative to professional responsibility, course
objectives and content, administrative costs, and record keeping. If a large percentage of the 60 active
teachers in California qualify and want to participate, there's also the possibility of some collective
advertising in nursing journals.

OTHER CONTINUING EDUCATION NEWS
Timothy Stuetz, Anaheim, CA
In order to be a continuing education provider for nurses in California, Kansas, Florida, and Iowa
you must receive approval from the respective Nursing Boards in these states.
There are some s0ates that do not have any mandatory continuing education requirements for

nurses. There are 39 states that belong to the American Nursing Association. We are currently

investigating the possibility that being an approved provider in one state (for ins[ance, New Mexico), would
allow teachers associated with this provider but who live in one of the other states (say, Arizona), to offer
continuing education progfilms in their home state as long as the program was administered by the approved

provider. Say tuned.
Other professionals in Califomia like attomeys and accountiants have mandatory continuing
education requirements tlrat can be met by specifically tailored Tai Chi Chih classes. Transformntions is
cufrently looking into being an approved provider for these and other professionals and will keep you
infornred of their progress through The Vital Force. Again, stay tuned. There's so many avenues for
growth!!! Justin has given the world a tremendous gift that we are justbeginning to unwrap!!!

LIABILITY INSURANCE
Teachers interested in information on liability insurance for their classes may concact Howell,
Munia & Frick lnsurance, 380 Stevens Avenue, Suite 115, Solano Beach, CA92075 (619/259-5800).
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TCC PRACTICE NOTES

When, in the past" Steve and I have written about T'ai Chi Chih practice, we have been speaking
to active teachers. To teach well, it is obviously necessary to do Tu Chi Chih; I know what the practice
has done for me. One can't get the benefits without practice. But, whether or not you want to do T'u Chi
Chih is entirely up to you. There is nothing wrong in abandoning T'ai Chi Chih practice if you get
nothing out of it.
With the coming of the beautiful autumn weather, there is heightening of spirit" a great feeling of
"livingness" and, usually, a $atitude forbeing alive.
As the Zen master, Seigen, said as he was dying: "Better than Zen Doctrine, the Joy of Living."
-Justin

If you find yourself

somehow unmotivated to practice TCC at time,

the purpose of contributing a measure of peace to our world.

if not for yourself, practice for

-Steve

Progressive Growth
In TCC practice and daily living, those who continually seek a new depth of
connection with chi and its supreme function experience rapid progress to
spiritual unfoldment.
- Steve

A woodcarver removes unwanted parts to allow the essential form to emerge. Likewise on the
spiritual path, it is what we release that contributes to our conscious emergence as the spiritual Heart.
- Steve
All is E4ergy
resonating r e sp ons ib ly
in perpetual transition
Flowing within change
is the essence

of Tai Chi Chih
- Steve

Submitted by

Bill Nielsen

NewLenox,IL
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Begin New Year With Lots of Energy!
The first Seijaku Review with Justin will be held on Saturday, January 21,1995.
Both students and teachers of Seijaku are invited. Several teachers have been requesting
this "refresher," and we're thankful that Justin has agreed to offer it. The nominal cost is a
donation to the Albuquerque TCC Center, as this is a gift from Justin.
Contact Ellen Tatge, 1001 Girard NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 (505/255-5888)
for more information.

What is Advanced T'ai Chi Chih?
Susan Webster, El Cajon, CA
Seijaku, "serenity in the midst of activity" ! However, one who practices Seijaku
goes way beyond serenity. It takes you to a totally new dimension of greater awareness,
personal evolution, deep awakening, and it develops a newer'softness' in one's own TCC
practice.

I learned Seijaku many years ago from Justin, and'dabbled'with it a little through
the years. After reviewing it at the teachers'conference in August,I decided it was time to
get serious with it. I began by adding a fed Seijaku moves to my regular TCC practice and
as I added more and more I began to realize how much I have 'cheated' myself over the
years! I think it was so powerful for me when I first learned it, that it scared me, but
incorporating it into my TCC practice worked very well for me. It has made me understand
what Justin means when he says "Practice of Seijaku is like turning a 100 watt light bulb
into a 1,000 watt light bulb.
What an absolute difference it has made in my life. The most profound and visible
is my weight loss. I have lost about 15 pounds since I began a regular practice of Seijaku
and I am eating just as much, if not more that I ever have before. A very good friend of
mine came to see me this past week and said, "Look at you, you are skinny and so full of
light! You Look Radiantly Beautiful!" She had seen me only three weeks before and she
cannot believe the differcnce in my appeiuance.
All I know is there is a big change in my body and my spirit and I LOVE IT!
Thank you Justin for continuing to share Seijaku with us. I encourage all who are
not practicing to start and all who have not taken Seijaku to get accredited this year and
(See Calendar for February l7-I9 Seijaku Course in San Deigo, CA)
practice

it!

1995 TCC Conference and Seijaku
The Colorado Teachers invite you to join them for the annual TCC Teachers
Conference to be held in Denver, August 4, 5, & 6, 1995. Contact Pat Hill (30312319951) or Bryan James (3031989-4695) for further information.
The Seijaku Training Course will follow the Conference; beginning Sunday
aftemoon, August 6 and ending Tuesday afternoon, August 8. 30 teachers who have NOT
taken Seijaku training are needed to make the course possible. Please contact Pat Hill if
you wish to attend. The cost of the coulse should be about $4fi) and will include room and
meals. Exactcosts and other details will bo included in the March issue of The Vital Force.
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1995 T'AI CHI CHIH EVENTS CALENDAR
January
2l
February

I

See information in Calendar

notes.

Contac[ Ellen Tatge, 505/255-5888

VFJ Deadline for Spring Equinox issue-plan ahead to send your seasonal news.

February
17 -19
11
20
April 1
April 8

March
March

April 3 -

Seijaku Review with Justin Stone, Albuquerque, NM

Seijaku Accreditation Course with Justin Stone, S4n Diego, CA
Contacf

Susan Webster 6l9l4r'.l-1165

Spring VFJ Mailing after 1 pm TCC practice-Lois Mahaney's home (5rcn76-5718)
Half of cost due for CA's June 2-4 Meditation Weekend (see below)
Deposit due for CA's June 5-10 Teacher Training (see below)
$190
Deposit due for NJ's May 8-13 Teacher Training (see below)
$190

8 TCC Teacher

Training with Steve Ridley, Chlcago,

Illinois

$380

Contacts: Linda Prosche 3121868-1897; Paula Weiner 312J8834944

April 7 - 9

April

28, 29

May
8-13
May

22-27

Teacher Training Preparation Workshop, Rensselaer, NY
Contacr Sr. Antonio Cooper, OSF 908n57-3050 wk; 908/769-6498 hm
TCC Teacher Training Preparation Workshop, Valley City, ND
Concacc Chris Mclain , P.O. Box 282l,Fugo, ND 58102-2821 7011232-5579

TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Mahwah, NJ

TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley,

Maryvale,ND

$380

Contacl Chris Mclain, P.O. Box 28?l,Fargo, ND 58102-2821 7011232-5579

2-4
Fri-Sun

Exploring Meditative Ways with Steve Ridley, Los Gatos, CA

June
5-10

TCC Teacher Training with Steve Ridley, Alameda,

June

$380

Contacc Sr. Antonia Cooper, OSF 908/757-3050 wk; 9081769-6498hm
Villa Maria P.O. Box 708, No. Plainfield, NJ 07061-0708

Contacc Susan Hudgens 4081926-56&, 787 Sweetwater Way, San Jose, CA 95133
(Overnight- $198; Commuter $138 or $166 (one or all meals)

Contacf Liz Salada 510t278-3263,1477-l55th Ave,

CA

$380

San Leandro, CA 94578

before
July 1

Registration reservations for August 4-6 TCC Teachers Conference (see contacts below)
Single Room: $150, Double Room: $135 (rates increase aIWrTll)

August
4-6

Contacfi Pat

August
6-8

Contact Pat

10th International TCC Teachers' Conference, Denver, CO
Hill 3$n3l-9951or Bryan James 303/989-4695

Post-Conference Seijaku with Justin Stone. Confirm your interest ASAP!

Hill,

1420 Kingsbury Ct., Golden, CO 80401 or phone 303D31-995t
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POEM FROM FAR AWAY
Mill Valley, CA

Richard Brier,

this grand view of things
this joy,
this dance of unerring beauty.

this skipping melody of cloud skimming sreps,
this long sought sense of lightly touching the invisible,
this simple and indescribable delicacy.
O this grand view of rhings,

this joy,

this dance of unering beauty.
again and again the gift is given,
we receive it graciously,
we play our moments like fingers playing piano well,
like flute ringing of lengthy days,
of timeless beauty and praise in our hearts,
of warmth inside as the story unfolds,
the voice of the serenading motlrer creating

in us this extrordinary comfort of knowing
that we are love's very self.

O yes this grand view of things,
this joy,
this darce of unerring beauty,
ever ceaseless in expression,
always appearing at ourmoment of need,
the guileless grace of spontaneous lifb.

O this great grand view of tlfngs,

O yes this joy,
O this wonder dance of unening beauty.
We dream only of Home,
always complete and brand new,
we arc drops of water from
the living fountain,
our ruffled being is soothed

only by Homes nearness,
lromeward bound are we all.
O yes this great and goocl grand view of thittgs,
O this joy O this great joy.
O this dance of unerring beauty.
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THE JOY OF T'AI CHI CHIH
Richard Brier, Mill Valley, CA
I was one of the lucky ones. From the first time I did T'ai Chi Chih I experienced
joy and the flow. It is a bldssing to connect with the form in this way. I consider
finding T'ai Chi Chih one of the two most important happenings in my life. A succinct
version of my story may be of interest. It was L979 and my wife and I lived in Santa Cruz.
I was earnestly searching for a form of exercise which had soul. I did not know if such a
thing existed. I had been quite athletic throughout my life but I was now very dissatisfied
with competitive and stlenuous sports. I yearned for something else. And I had been doing

great

sitting meditation for a couple of hours a day for several years. But even this felt strained
and I wasn't enjoying it very much. The idea of enlightenment had become a barrier, an
obstacle. This was my state of mind at that time regarding exercise and meditation.
One day Sheny and I drove down to Camel, about 45 miles south. We went to a
book shop called Pilgrim's Way. As I browsed through the books, mostly spiritual in
nature,I came upon Justin Stone's "T'ai Chi Chih". I looked at the book closely, looked at
the movements of the form. After a few minutes I turned to Sheny and said, "This is what
I've been looking for. I will earn it and I will teach it!" Shery said, "Wonderful!" As we
left I saw a flyer which listed T'ai Chi Chih classes and the phone number. I called and
was given Thomas Bottoms number in Santa Cruz. Thomas was an excellent T'ai Chi
Chih teacher. Unfor"tunately, he was out of town for a week. Finally I got Thomas on the
phone and asked him about classes. He said he was no longer teaching. I said "O yes you
are! I am desperate, please teach me, I will be the best student you've ever had!" Thank
God my enthusiasm touched Thomas enough for him to say, with laughter, that he would
certainly teach me. We had private classes, each one several hous long. I practiced,2-3
hours every day. The form gave me joy. exercise. and meditation all in one! The rest is

history.

+-....
O this hannony, ever sought yet always here,
O this imrnorrality right here, right now,

O this pure day, newly born, may we never stain it,
rnay our child's heart be alive and well.

Why are we strangers to ecstatic joy, ever-present?
Why are we strangers to the geatness within?
Why. are we su'angers to tlrc perfection which is here?
O grand view, yes!

O joy, yes!
O dance ofunerring beauty, yes!
We remember and rejoice, yes!

All are now home
All are now well
All is redeemed
Forever!
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CULTIVATING PATTERNS - FLOWING CHI
Ed Altman, Redmond, WA

I often place my car keys in the same location when I return home so I won't have
to search for them later. As teachers we cultivate similar habit patterns in our students to
help them learn and remember important points about T'ai Chi Chih. How many times
were you reminded to "focus on the soles of the feet", "practice every day" and "move with
softness and continuity"?
Unfortunately, some of the habit panems we encourage in our students do not serve
them well later. Consider a student who places too much-attention on the checkpoints
rather than focusing on the whole movement. The checkpoint focus was appropriatswhen
first leaming the m-ovement, but eventually it becomes a ilirtraction. The riritote student is
qwqe of the checkpoints, but passes through them without losing focus on the flow of the
In this way, the teachiirg must eve-ntually be transcend6d to realize the deepest
benefits of T'ai Chi Chih practice. Students are not always willing to do this, and develop
habit patterns in response to our teaching. Eventually, we may need to adjust or remove
those patterns. The fact that T'ai Chi Chih students cultivate such habit energies indicates
how important it is to be fully present when we teach. We must transmit the teaching with
as much clarity as possible. Our own extraneous habit energies can distort our teaching of
the movements, and may be unwillingly embodied by our students.
Many of us do not realize how readily we create and follow habit patter-ns in our
lives. Alttrough these tendencies can be helpful, they also foster a reliance on past
experience, and can keep us from flowing with the Chi. Habit energies encourage the
construction of a false identity around the self which can lead to suffering.
Remind students that "T'ai Chi Chih will teach T'ai Chi Chih'. This helps them
focus on the intuitive knowledge which comes from doing the movements. Encourage
them to approach their practice with a fiesh perspective every time, and to explore it with
detailed attention. Help them develop habits based upon the feeting of the-movements
lathe_r than specific checkpoints or details. This will enlarge their focus, and help their T'ai
Chi Chih practice mature.
Habit patterns can help us cope with our current level of attention, but they are
limiting, and do not encourage our growth. These patterns can even adversely influence
our students as they leam T'ai Chi Chih. As serious teachers, we should examine our own
habit energies to teach with the grcatest clarity, and to directly know what is real.

thi.

PREPARATION FOR TEACHER TRAINING
Virginia Shilson
To make Teacher Training a pleasurable and wonderful experience for everyone
involved, you.might want to includeln your teacher preparation routine, an exchange of
students, that is, students visiting and participating in several other teachers' classesl By
{pfng this ycur students can get to know one anoiher as well as see there may be minor
differences in the execution of movements, but the essence remains the same. Since each
of the teachers has something unique to offer, think how much better your students will be
prepared with many teachers suppofting them.
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CONTINUING: AN OUTLOOK ON TCC
NoEl Altman, Redmond, WA

The idea of continuing class fits in with our own outlook on T'ai Chi Chih--that
there are steps that the teacher tells his or her students to take (as they learn to do the
movements), but eventually,.the students are left to take their own steps. To continue
means that you have been doing something, and are going to keep doing it--it's a part of
your Life.
In our continuing class, we tell our students that they will have to pull the teaching
Theywon't be-taught ne-w steps, so the leaming will be in refiniirg the stepJ tfre!
from
,us.
have been taught. Students are told to watch us_ intently and see if each w&k they can see
one more thing to refine or correct in their own form.
Our continuing class, which we call- "Ongoing Practice", is just that, a practice
session. Sometimes we do make comments, but nianylimes, we leadihe praciice'without
talking. 4l g{ and I teach tggether, we alternate the ieading of the session. The one who
!|-ltot leading focuses intently on performing the movementi as if he or she were at home.
When that person does not have to "watch tf,e class", and gets the benefit of the groupctti,
it is very freelng.- I know I have had some of my deepest piactices that way.
We alter leading from the front, where our snidenb face our backs-and we all move
in the same direction, or bading in a circle, where we and our students all face into the
center of the circle. When we-do this, we tell them that this is their chance to check
beginnings and endings, and to just see the front view of the movements.
At the end, we usually.liave about 10 minutes to either answer questions, point out
any corrections, raise a question or an issue, or just sit down and heai how the students'
practices are going.
We allow students into our 'Ongoing Practice" class who have only learned
through B$igPullitg
T"ffy t*ltiq! is how faiwe teach them in our Beginnin! course).
When we finish the Taffy, they hold Cosmic Consciousness, and then sit Eo*" ind watch
the remainder of the practice. Thisrvay, they get to see what is coming in the second half
of the form,.and will then have an advantage ivf,en they are actually taogit the movements.
One benefit that we did not foresee was the eifect that th-e malure students would
have on the experience of-the beginning students. They add their strongei chi to th;
group's collective chi,,and the beginning students feel a stronger group chi fian thiy fra"e
before. The same thing happens. wf,en a mature studeni re-peati a class in wtrictr
movements :Ire taught--the beginning students learn the movements more easily, and
benefit, as well, by seeing and hearing from the mature students wtrarsubiteti"rltfrlrv at
working on.
These are some
lips for creating a successful continuing class:
1- Have it in the same place, o.q the same day of the week and-at the same time, course
_after course, so students will know when-that course is, and can plan to attenO.
2. Mention it as the ne11 cfass t{rey are-ellgrblefor when they are taliing the prerequisite
course. Begin to talk.about it iong befire they are eligible to take-it, Jo'tfrey can traue
plenty of time to decide to commlt to it, and-ask any-questions they may h"ave before
$.y get to the poin[ of registering for the course.
3. b^*PT! Slj.v'o-tl1.students will continue. Your own expectaligns for your
J - - students will
atl'ect what they expect for

-

^

themselves.

THE ART OF TEACHING
A TCC CONTINUING CLASS DESCRIPTION
Hope Ridley, San Mateo, CA

This class is for students who have completed the beginning instruction and can ably execute all
twenty moves. We will continue to refine our moves by perforuring all twenty at the beginning of each
class. Assistance and correction will be given as necessary.
The remainder of the class may be spent in one of the following ways:
- Doing one move for an extended time to experience the meditation-in-motion aspect of Tai Chi Chih
along with a more potent generation of Chi.
- Practice by connecting two or more moves.
- T'ai Chi Chih done in pairs or in a circle.
- Learning two additional moves not included in the twenty.
- Alternate focusing and breathing techniques while doing moves.
The value of continuing in a class setting is to enjoy the mutual support of fellow practitioners
and also to share the collecdve generation of Chi. It is an opportunity to perfect one's execution of each
movement pattern.

Note: Hope also distributes a handout to her continuing students which includes appropriate quotes from
Justin's writings, some of the t'ai chi classics and Chinese poetry.

teacfring cfass tofag
eileryone hecamz im:nursef
intai Cfii CfLi[L
doing
'fai Cfii CfLifL.
llfte room 6eca.me a catfiedraf
and spiriataf energg rose
frAfr, fiiBfL up tfi.e u)affs
tfiat sustain,
Wefeh tfiat encrgg

ani (ruu

u)e u)ere
tfrat enzrgy.

flt tfie end of cfuss
arc 6oued to eacfi otfi.er

knoairy eacft uas different
--trot Euite tfre sama
fiecause'Tai Cfii Cftifi

fi{

tai

C[Li CfLifL

Virginia Shilson
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what is your approach/intent for sharing TCC with repeat students?
How do you present TCC to continuing classes?
Responses to questions on the Conference evaluation sheet:
Refinement of moves, connected
form, Seijaku.
Timothy Stuetz, Anaheim, CA

I

Discuss and rcfine movemenl

Vicki Brodie, Burlingame, CA
Refine movements and delve

taught connected form plus

deeper into understand/feeling the power
of the Chi.
Amy Hackenberg, Evanston, IL

breathing exercises from Steve's book.
Jan Martindale, Wood Village, OR

Assist

in refining moves and

To refine the moves, encourage
practice, re-motivate, share insights.

offering answe$ to questions.
Lavanna Kilborn, Port Alberni, BC
Welcoming. Present TCC with
mtegnty.
Christeen Mclain, Fargo, ND
I need help here--I assign students
(adv.) to assist beginners for part of

Leslie -Johnson-Leech,
San Diego, CA

We practice only--no lessons.
Donna Moore, Bainbridge Is., WA
Refining movements, reviewing
basics, some connected form.
Pat Hill, Golden, CO

class..

Linda Prosche, Chicago, IL
We never stop lealning; its a
matter of refinement. With practice, we

Review class; I give practice class
a discount.

Regina Horgan, Ridgecrest, CA
We refine movements and eo
through the TCC more as a moviils

become more subtle and feel more depth.
Luis Sanchez, Incline Village, NV

I

establish a mailing list and
contact previous students when I start a
new class.
Linda Sanchez, Incline Village, NV
Increased peace, well being with
practice.
Tamara Johnson, Denver, CO
20 move practice, extended time
on one move, circle practice, outdoor
practice, connected some moves, circles
dcircles and fade in, fade out.
Hope Ridley,_San Mateo, CA
Students are welcome to attend
on-going classes; cost is per class and
presentation is at on:going class level.
Don Fiore, Incline Village, NV

meditation..

Adele Wenig, Oakland, CA
I call it an intermediate level
practice hour. We practice the entire form
with attention to areas of weakness. I
sometimes incolpomte some of the breath
work from Seijaku.
Ellen Tatge, Albuquerque, NM

Intuitively. It always depends
who shows up. I let TCC do it--decide
how.
Susan Webster, El Cajon, CA
Clearing doubts--reassuring that
we are all in this together.
Wanda Zimmerman,
Albuquerque, NM
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EVENTS FEEDBACK:

rHE

oF"t*t1*hl

Y.'URQUE
'PEN *tfl
A11 teachers arc very welcome at the Tai Chi Chih Center in Albuquerque, NM.
It doesn't matter if they have participated in the founding of the Center or contributed to it;
all teachers are part of the T'ai Chi Chih family. So we hope teachers will drop by, do T'ai
Chi Chih with us as 9:30 Tuesday mornings, or just wish the Center well. You can be sure
all active teachers will greet you fondly.
Our "Enlightenment" talk had bigger than a sell-out crown, thanks to the efforts of
teachers in selling the tickets. It was an attentive and receptive audience, a pleasure to talk
to. The big question: Are you sure you really want Enlightenment and the changes it will
bring?
Justin's Talk on Factors of Bnlightenment
September 30th at the T'ai Chi Chih Center
On this clear September evening, the large meeting room is filling up rapidly. Janet
and Jim check the sound system, Justin chats amiably with Brock and Jim, Rhonda's smile
greets newcomers. Suni and John bring in lovely greenery. Carmen, Ellen Trujillo and
Alexis have been transpor-ting and setting up chairs for this evening's event: Justin's talk
on Factors of Enlightenment.
The room is suddenly quiet as Leona affectionately introduces our speaker. Justin
casually welcomes us. While listening, all obstacles drop away. Life is simple, the
wonder of it is renewed. In the audience, even after an hour, there is no restlessness, no
coughing. There is recognition that we are grateful to have this evening together.
After applause, people seem to stay around, not quite ready to part. Some ask
Justin to sign a book, there are lots of hugs and smiles and talking. Thank you to Justin
and to the many teachers who distributed tickets and worked behind the scenes.
Connie Hyde, Cedar Crest, NM
Although T'ai Chi Chih's *ri" ilo,i.r*rrnn each practitioner's heart, there is
something profoundly moving about a geographic home as well! OurT'ai Chi Chih family
is growing and it's wonderful to be a member of such a special group.
Hope Burla, visiting instructor from Sart Leandro, CA

Yes!
the TCC Center
is open in

Albuquerque, NM
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GOLD PURE GOLD
Meditation Retreat with Justin

Carmen Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, NM

It had been eageriy anticipated--so many had not been able to be part of the last
retreat. Here at last was the opportunity we had all been waiting for. We came (all 34 of
us) from both coasts and parts in between, ready to listen, to learn, to be quiet and to
commune with those of like mind and heart. And best of all, we would have the
opportunity to hear Justin's heart sing.
The place was the Dominican Retreat House in Albuquerque, NM. The season,
Fall in New Mexico, Nov. 3-6, 1994- Everywhere there was gold; this was to be a
signature of what was to come.
7:30 am Friday, even though arrivals were as recent as 6 am, everyone was in the
room ready to leam of the great Satipatthana, the king of all meditation. In the next few
days, and they did seem to go all too quickly, we were to learn that to walk the royal path
takes total attention, dedication, and love. And as always, to learn how T'ai Chi Chih ukes
a hand in helping us to move our knew understanding into the working, physical level and
makes assimilation an easier, more gentle experience.
For three days we meditated, listened to beautiful guitar music (during our breaks),
nutritious
ate
meals, shared with each other and watched our being go deeper than ever
before. What happened is what happens whenever we are with Master Stone; our being

allows itself to come home. It really has a way of putting our daily lives into a new
perspective; a perspective that we now live with, and will grow with until once again we
have a chance to dive deep within our being and find the Real Gold of Life, ourselves.
Thank you to all who came to share of yourselves and to help the rest of us see so
much more clearly the beauty and love that we arc.
Special Thanks to Justin whose only thought is to share his love and wisdom. All
proceeds from the retreat were donated to the T'ai Chi Chih Center to help it continue to
grow and be cared for during its infancy. Love and Share the Chi.

Open House in Albuquerque for the T'ai Chi Chih Center
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TEACIIING
The more awake aird functional we become, the Doctrine issues more effortlessly and completely
through us, whether teaching formally or not. It is our spiritual substance that matters, not the particular
- Steve

packaging through which essence is expressed.

T'ai Chih Chih Review - Teacher Renewal Alameda, CA - October 29,1994
Twenty-five TCC enthusiasts gathered to spend a day in energetic companionship while reviewing

fonn and philosophy with Steve Ridley. The participants actively shaped the content of the program with
specific questions and the contributed insights and clarifications seemed affirming to all present.
One snrdent was especially impressed with the way TCC teachers want to improve the way they do
the movements and pass them all on correctly. Teachers commented on how helpful the constructive
feedback was for them in retum to e,mphasize amore thorough understanding ip their classes. E. Salada

Close to 100 persons joined Steve Ridley as he led a Sunday "Practice in the Park", in San
Mateo's Central Park. Participants were able to visit with Steve and other teachers, students, friends and
visitors befone and after the practice.
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TEACIIING (cont.)
Sorne of the key notes Steve shared regarding our TCC practice:

,

Take afresh-minded, conscious approach-^findhg a new depth as we get past
where we are and open to new growth. Advancing-is deipening within the movements.
There
.is only so ntuch we can do to direct chi -*then it-refinis us....accelerating self
evolution.

It
balancing.

is nminly & mntter of opening properly...for the most complete, comprehensive
***rF*

The following poem represents an experience that took place during practice on the back
$9ck o! !y Parents'home, an hour or so before meeting 6thers for a-pirblic practice in San
Mateo's Central Park.
Vapor ribbons rise and swirlfrom the oldfence
while morning sunwarftN the body

High arcing jet through cloudless blue
andwire perching sparrows waiting
Below, the T'ai Chi player empties
amidst the s e de Ii gh6ut di stinchons

No distinction...
Aliveness, Aliveness!

- Steve 10-30--94
"Autumn Practice in the Park"

It

was a beautiful time, sun shining, smiles abounding, squirrels busy food gathering, birds

heralding the lovely day-graceful purpose encouraging the chi enriChmenr of all who auended.
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EVENTS FEEDBACK:
Frowering

ti"f"T'Jiff,terftTH,:, Trainin* view

take a rnornenf, beftore tlre essence oI the Denver Teacher
Trarrung becomes a {ading memory end shsre some thou-ghts. Mos-t of all, I am
r,rr1g"rr-"d at how irnpor-fent thi veek csune to be {or me. In light of a
coiversation a while'hack m regard to my arnbivalence about Soirrg thfug4.
vith the certi{ication proce}-1 jils even rtore poignant that this "completion"
should hold suchsrinifib"r," e ta me. I [ee] ^:uih rrore connecfed to a spirituel
aspecf o{ this po"fi". thart I ever vould heve guessed, and rn merly ways it
u/5rs e rnrssrng pr"t" for me. My nine rnontA-treirung e7P1$ence ves-1o action'

I

wanted

tp

beyond that" which is prohahly w\y.I
d cerli{ication withouf rnuch arryicip1tio4 ! was expec_til5 nlo}e of the
"ppoo""It"
t"i.. VeLL, the rcality couldn't he fiu*her frcm tll r:t misgui{"_d- expectation.
fe.&en on e neur' d,imension e-n9l_ I b:y" reeJr-ed
My own pAcri". h"s
"ert"rnJy
my_ouln T'ai CIi Chih practice.
Luhirrg is in many $zeJr4r
ti"t
-h*seperete {rym
^y
t have sfopped t y^g ta expect fhe seme
Orr" i"y enh"ice the otfuer,
fulfillment Balance, f suspecf.

specilic thai

i hed no connJction

at the in*lligence and emotional alvsurene>-s of this
Iittle trrrup. I can't help but worrder-if all the cefiifications effract such
br1rygh; attJar,ulate, cr,ea;r,ri spirituaJly in-touch people._ I{ they do, I-may have
to-become a certi{ication grouprle just {or the privilege of watching thes-e
stimulating encountezs! I iave-no ioubt that life-long- conrleclions were rnade
for merryZt lut. Like flowers unfoJding, each day offered a netv glimpse intn

I

was aJso asiounded

ve{f special, private end profe ct'ed placesTher.l<s again {or

a truly memorahle experience-

Denver Teacher Training
September I2-I7,1994
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OPENING TCC AWARENESS:
San Diego Teachers Training
Susan Webster, El Cajon,

CA

What a lovely training (Oct. 10-15)! We have 15 new TCC teachers who are ready
go share-TC_C in n1any different areas. We had a teacher who did her presentatioir
addressing the Padres Baseball team pitchers. I do hope she starcs a class beciuse athletes
can definitely benefit from TCC.
- Visiting teachers made comments of how important it is to come to a training or
teachers review at least once a year. It is amazing how we add so many silly things to-our
to-

practice.

Congratulations to all 15 and thank you so much Steve for another excellent
raining!
P.S. It was my goal when I came to San Diego to open an awareness here about TCC and
to leave with at least 10 teachers canying on the sliaring of T'ai Chi Chih. Since I will be
leaving the area in 1995,I feel very complete with 14TCC teachers now in San Drego.

tt is not the roles that we ptay, in themselves,
that matter so much in the long view. lt is the
fullness of consciousness that we bring to our
life-perspective that matters most.
- Y. Pranananda

One spiritual practice every adept can benefit by:
the renunciation of everything that inhibits Love.
- Y. Pranananda
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TEACHER BIOGRAPHY
Carolyn P. Shaw
Albuquerque, NM
Carolyn Shaw is an accredited T'ai Chi Chih teacher and has taught T'ai Chi Chih
classes and seminars throughout the state of New Mexico and internationally since 1979.
As a School Counselor she gave seminars to the counselors of the public school system at
their annual and bi-annual conferences as well as her colleagues in the Albuquerque Public
Schools system. She taught teachers in her school as well as made presentations during
"wellness week" to the students.

During a year in which she lived in Singapore
she taught T'ai Chi Chih to a group of the wives of
faculty members at the National Universrty of Singapore.

During a year in which she lived

in Spain she

demonstrated T'ai Chi Chih to her colleagues at the
University of Madrid. In Belgium and Holland she
shared the form with eagerrelatives and friends.

During the six years in which she spent assisting

the growth of the Center for Positive Living in

Albuquerque she became ordained as a Divine Science
Minister and taught T'ai Chi Chih classes regularly.
Whether she is actively teaching or not, Carolyn does her
T'ai Chi Chi daily with great benefit. She has never
approached T'ai Chi Chih as a business but rather
considers T'ai Chi Chih a "grace note" in her life which
she shares with beautiful people seeking a deeper
relationship with the truth of themselves.
Carolyn has a Master of Arts degree (M.A.) in Guidance and Counseling which she
earned in 197 5 from the University of New Mexico and she worked as a professional
counselor for 14 years. In 1993 she earned a Master of Arts degree in Spanish and is
presently working as a Spanish teacher at the Technical Vocational Institute in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Editor's Note: We would like to continue featuring individual instructors in each issue by
meatls of a photograph and one-page Teacher Biography. Such an article can be a very
useful itemused to presentyourself withyour new TCC class proposals.
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SPTRITUAL NOTES:

Thoughtful Contemplations Reviewed
Elizabeth Salada San Leandro, CA

There are resonant songs for the soul
in&oduction to his elevating intent, Steve writes:
The

in Steve Ridley's new booklet, Spiritual

Notes.

purpose of sharing mcditative inspirations through a condensedwriting style

is to invite the reader to enter into thoughtful contemplation. Through patient,
sensitive considcration of spiritually based statemtnts ardtlumcs, onc can experience
fresh insights and subtle realizations from within, directly and peisonally.
Spiritually centered contemplation is always a worthwhile growth- promoting
involvement.

Spiritual Notes depicts an experience of
true nature by illuminating aspects of Spiritual
hactice and Growth to the Teacher Student on their

chosen path to realization. The interactive process

of recovering "what we already are while aspiring

spiritually" is evoked compassionately within a
clear field of understanding. Perhaps in the same
way as Steve's b/w nature photography beautifully
illustrates the very contrasts which ultimately
reflect a complete picture, inclusive of all tones.
An easy to follow section on Meditation
Instruction provides a practical compliment to the
art of contemplation. A seated method and several
standing postures for meditation practice are sure to
serve the reader as presented. (See enclosed flyer for
ordering information on Spiritual Notes by Steve

Ridley.)

An important aspect of our
spiritual work is the transmutation of
various tensions we create, usually
througtt reactive living patterns, into
usable spiritualforce which can be directed
to accelerate our growth.

Endeavor

to

contribute an

influence of harmony when relating to
various situations that arise. Regular
practice of this principle, where we sewe

the life prccess positively,

develops

strength and leads to freedoftL

- lhrough the practice of living our inborn spiritual qualities of love, peace, joy
and wisdom, we are weaned from egacentricity with its-enlighteiment dampeiing
influence.
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As

KARMIC KOMMENTS
from Good Karma Publishing
Jean Katus. Publisher

Teacher Preparation Materials
With teachers frequently preparing some of their students for accreditation, we
decided to give you a bit of a run-down/review on the importance of the materials
recommended. While no books or tapes are actually required, throughout the training
process, Justin and Steve have found it helpful for those participating in the teachers'
training courses to be familiar with some of the basic supportive items Good Karma offers.
Such reading and listening can help the upcoming teacher attune, through another medium,
to the sense of T'ai Chi Chih, in addition to what their own proficiency and personal
experience in faithful artd regular practice of the movements allow. The materials also
furnish a basis for a beginning teacher to feel more secure in the written and spoken
information and insights behind this wonderful life-transforming discipline.
The T'ai Chi Chilt/Joy thru Movernent text (the blue book) and video (of the same
name), both by Justin Stone, are the primary items that every prospective teacher will want
to have studied. Besides illustrating each of the movements and providing instructive
remarks, the text gives a wealth of information on the history of T'ai Chi Chih, its background and philosophical grounding. The video, of course, is a great companion to
the text, wittr Justin demonstrating clear and concise movement and verbal instuction in the
first 60 minutes of the tape, followed by a 30 minute practice segment with spoken
reminders about the significant points of each movement. It is important for teacher
candidates (and for all teachers in general - 'old-timers' as well as newcomers-for that
matter) to take advantage of closely observing the originator teach and practice the form he
created in order to make certain we're all moving as closely as possible to what he
intended.

"Justin Stone Speaks on T'ai Chi Chih," pn audio
cassette tape, is a resource that elaborates on some of the
preliminary information in the text, while going into the deeper
aspects of T'ai Chi Chih. (Some teachers also use parts of this
tape in their classes when students need a break from moving.)
Another recommended piece for contemplation is Steve

Ridley's Perspectives in Motion and Stillness/Inspired
Commentary on T'ai Chi Chih and Meditation. The book is

divided into four sections, two done in short prose pieces and
two in free-form poetry, each part enhanced with the author's
own photography and drawings. The writing grew out of
Steve's deep personal experience in both T'ai Chi Chih and

meditation and expresses his own insights on this experience.
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Teacher Distributors in Colorado
Two teachers have become new distributors. Welcome to Judith Hughes (phone
3!)119_73-3955) and Margaret Manzanares (phone 303t499-6900) in the Denvdr arpd! T'ai

Chi Chih teacherc in Colorado now have resource people who can conveniently supply you
with Good Karma materials.

"Serene Nature" Featured on PBS
"The Serene Nature/Music for T'ai Chi Chih and

Serenity" is featured music on the PBS television series that has
introduced T'ai Chi Chih to many parts of the country. You may
want to point this out to students who have seen the Carmen
Brocklehurst/Justin Stone series. As we know, Justin composed
the first two pieces specifically for use with T'ai Chi Chih.
You'll want to have copies available to play in class and for
students to purchase for their own use.

-

GKP in Local Bookstores and Libraries

/7c Scrap

llattre

fietia Stau

tVlwtb for
and

lai

Chi 6hilr

Starittt

Quite often teachers ask what they can do to help Good Karma. Now that more
people than ever have. been exposed to Tbi Chi Chih, partly through the ongoing classes
that teachers conduct in various locations and also as a resuit of the-previously mEntioned
PBS series, it would be most appreciated if you mention, in youriocal bodkstores and
libraries, that the basic text, video and other materials are available directly from Good
Karma or through the major wholesalers with whom most bookstores and fbraries do
business. (Or if you want to send GKP names and addresses of stores and libiaries for us
to contact, we will happily do.so) Not only is the extra exposure in these public places
helpful to Good Katma and T'ai Chi Chih, it i:an also make yo^ur community more aware of
your activities as a certified T'ai Chi Chih teacher.

Zen Meditation
Zen Meditatiort/A BroadView is still on the drawing board and will be published as
soon as possible. Look for fufther announcements in upcoining issues of The Vitnl Force.

A reminde , ro nu!{*, iHtA;.?;J;3l,"j"Xfil3fiand tapes goes into errect
when you purchase rHREE oR MoRE rEMS in any combination of titles. bn Jrders of one or
two items, the retail price applies.
The- usual price

Price LisUOrder Form

list/order form ttrat we generally include inThe Vital Force has not
been placed T the newsletter this time- If you need a copy of the form or the GKp catalog,
please let us know.
Don',t be ararmed ,n send your FAX message.
The machinE Good Karma uses is located in my husband,lack Barden's office.

r,f"!3{ifil.3'l;"T,11liffi}:l

Good Karma Publishing, Po Box s11, Ft. yates, ND sgsgg FAx #701/gs4-2oo4
4 .,.napp), chi-filled holiday^bles-sings to ea-ch of our readers and yaur
Jamtltes. 'r'hank Jor your continued support of Good Karma!
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CONTACTS FOR

T'AI CHI CIIIH

Justin Stone: Originator of T'ai Chi Chih , 1244A Chelwood Trail, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87 1 12
Conductor of Seijaku (Advanced TCC) Courses; Meditation Retreats and Lectures.
Steve Ridlel,: Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih, 1921 Jasmine Street, Denver, CO 80220 (3031322-7717)
Conductor of Teacher Accreditation Courses, TCC Renewal and Meditation workshops, lectures and group
practices in TCC, contact for his creative works and material.
Jean Katus: Put'lisher- Good Karma Puhlishing. Inc. (70t1854-7459; FAX 7011854-20f,,4. P.O. Box 511,
Ft. Yates, ND 58538. Distributor of TCC instructional materials and others related to spiritual practice.
Lois Mahaney: TCC Resource correspondent and layout-turesetter for Zfte Vila/ Farce. Contact for
database updates, teacher referrals, mailing list and Teacher Directory. 1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA
94s80 (510/276-s718)
Liz Salada: Publishing-E<litor and Outreach for I&z Vital Force and Teacher Directory. contact for journal
subscriptions and written submittals for publication 1477 - l55th Avenue, San Leandro, CA94578-1922

.

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CHIII MATERIALS

Published by Good Karna Publishing, Inc., Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
ND, Ft. Yates
70u854-7459
Jean Katus
't0u232-5579
ND, Fargo
Christeen Mclain
NM, Albuquerque
CannenBrocklehurst 5051299-0562
BC Canada
Guadalupe
6041385-6748
MN, Bemidji
2r8t75r-3t73
JearmeEngen

Victoria

CA, San l,eandro
CA, Camarillo
CA, El Cajon
CO, Denver
CO, Denver

Buchwald

Liz Salada
PamelaTowne
Susan Webster
Judith Hughes

510t278-3263
80s/987-3607

619lMt-1165
303t973-3955

MargaretManzanares 3031499-69W
NEW TEACHER DIRECTORY REFERRALS
Your new copy of the lCC Teachers'Directory is now available. The Directory is to be used for
referral purposes and communication irmong accredited TCC instructors. It is not to be used for or sold as a
mailing lisl Teachers may request a copy of ttre new directory by sending $5.00 to: The Vital Force, 1477
- 155th Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94578.
. Consult VFJ for updates to information contained in the Directory. Each quarterly issue will
include new listings of recently accredited teachers, changes of names, addresses, and phone numbers.
Please keep us up tro date on any changes to yollr listing by sending all new infonnation to our address
above. This is a wonderful refenal tool to support the wide-spread teaching of "Joy Through Movement!"

AREA TCC TEACTIDR GROUPS
The following people, at the present time, are contiacts one can make to get information about
TCC teacher groups that meet in various areas of the country. If there are any that we have missed, please
let us know so they can be added to the list. The area meetings are great ways to generate and main[ain
enthusiasm for TCC, renew friendships, share ideas about classes, plan workshops, get publicity for TCC,
plan practice sessions for the public etc.: Roxanne Post, Riviera, AZ 602n58-6617
Pam Towne, Camarillo, CA 805/987-3607
Liz Salada Ce (Sf Bay Area) 5101278-3263
Susan Webster, San Diego, CA 619 l44l-1 165 1 165
Meny Lynn Noble, CO (Denver Area) 303/980-6861

Chris Mclain, Fargo, ND (701/232-5579)
Connie Hyde, New Mexico (Albuquerque area) 5051281-1M0
Ralph Garn, Syracuse, ItlY (3 15/478-0843
Joan Torrance, Beaverton, OR 503/579-8451
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PUBLISHING AND MAILING SCHEDI.'LE: BuIK
mailed quarterly-to subscribers only-durihg these
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months: March, June, September, and December.
Additional special issues as announced.

We are offering a

FORM

for THE VTIAL FORCE
JOURNAL
of T'ai Chi Chi

O

Copyright @ 1995

INQTIIRIES: If you have not received your issue
the 30th of these months, please contact us.
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( ) Teacher
( ) Student,
( ) Interested person
( ) Renewal or ( ) New subscription
( ) My subscription is curent but please
note changes in address, etc. on your
mailing list.
( ) I would like a copy of the Teacher
Directory: $5.00 enclosed.
( ) I would like to make a donation of
to assist VFJ projects
(outreach and referral to teachers).
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first class mailing option

to those who regularly have difficulty receiving bulkit your subscription rate will
cost an additional $5.00iyear to cover the extra
expense for special handling (and you'll have
'guaranterd delivery').

mail. If you choose
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Name
Phone (
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SUBMITTING INFORMATION: Deadlines are now
by the lst of the preceding month of issue (i.e.
February, May, Augusl and November), unless
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indicated otherwise. Lengthy articles should be typed
and double spaced to be considered for pnnt
FAX service is available, ifyou are in need offast
delivery of your VFJ submittal. Our FAX is
5101276-5541. You will also be responsible for
covering our expense for receiving your FAX.
Cosc $2.50 for first page, $1. each additional, plus
25 cents for cover letter which should be addressed to
YFIlLiz Salada and include our phone number
5rcm8-3263. This way we will be informed when
your communication arrives. Thank you.
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Subscription options:

$
for

Enclosed is
rate in U.S.)

($2Olyear, bulk mail

year(s) subscription.

Rate for Canada and others prefeming

-

$_

lst-class delivery: enclosed is
($25lyear) for
year(s) suUffiGi.
Make checks/money order in U.S. dollars
payable
The Vital Force
L477 - l55th Avenue
San [randro, CA 94578

to:

Cosmic Energy patterning as us - no fuss!

-Steve

"We all appear in this world as different patterns of energy, arising from a larger
energy field. Another way to put it would be to say that we are each one vibration of
energy among many vibrations of ttrat snme energy. Each of these vibrations, operating at
different frequencies, gives the impression of having a separate existence and a distinct
appearance. This leads us to take the apparent differences seriously, and to imagine that
everything truly S distinct and
Swami Chetanananda
komThe Breath of God
Rudra Press

separate

When quiet pervades one's mentalfield,
answers to the ,nost perplexing questions and

an inspired sense of direction nny effortlessly

arise

- Steve

How do I know if rny subscription is due? The mailing label on the envelope in which VFJ
arives has your subscription expiration date printed to the right of your nane: e.g. 94109 which merms
your subscription expired with the September 1994 issue. When you check this infonnation and act with a
timely subscription renewal, it saves VFJ the resources of materials, funds, and time! Thank you for your
conscientious assistance.

The VitalForce
Journal of Tai Chi Chih
1477 - l55th Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578

December 1994
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Winter Solstice Issue
T'ai Chi Chih!
Joy Thru Movement

